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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1939

"GrandlUusion" Alumni-Senior
fo Be Shown In Dinner Will Be
Theatre, May 19 Given, Friday

•New Student Officers at Rollins

l?Won Plaudits of Reviewers of Edna Giles FuUer, Alumna
'America and Europe; Voted
and Former Trustee, To Be
Best Foreign Film
Toastmistress

(Complete Campus CoTerage)

Aloma Country Club Given
By Winter Park As Site For
New Thos. Baker Museum
Charles Klein's
"Music Master"
To Be Presented

Gabin, Fresnay, Parlo, Dr. Lehmann Will Be
Stroheim Head Cast
Principal Speaker

Appears

In Play

A Message To The Student Body

Sandlin, Krouse, and
Ward Have Leads

Honors Day Will Be
Held With Class Day

Coeds Find That Men Pay And Pay At
Phi Delt Dance: "Who Has Champagne"?

Hanna Speaks At
Gainesville, Monday

Old Clubhouse Will Furnish
Complete and Adequate Facilities For Research

Growth Necessitated
Move; Davis, Curator

^ Awarded first prize for the best
The Rollins College Alumni As^! Im of the year by the National
sociation will be host to members
^^ oard of Review, and also chosen
Pierce Directs Large Cast in
-ii ^ the New York film critics as the of the senior class at the annual
Character Play To Be Given
^^ est imported film of the year, the Alumni-Senior dinner to be held it
Friday and Saturday
'^i luch heralded "Grand Illusion," the Rollins College Commons Fri
I have been asked by the Editor to write something about
^i ill be shown here at the Annie day evening. May 12.
the
future
policies
of
the
new
council
as
interpreted
through
'^ ussell Theatre on Friday, May
Acting as toastmaster for the
its new President. Not being psychic it certainly is not within
h ). Le Cercle Erancais will sponsor
occasion will be Mrs. Edna Gib
my power to say just what the new council will do. I should
•^l! lis presentation.
Fuller, Rollins alumna and former
like to offer, however, to the student body and council a few
ffit Those who found "Life Dances Rollins trustee, whose record for
problems that I think are worthy of some consideration.
k In," the French film recently pre- public service and leadership has
"The Music Master" will be preBriefly, they are:
>t\ jnted here by this group, to their distinguished her as one of Florisented Friday and Saturday even1. To honestly decide whether we want a Student Union
>ri king, should thrill to "Grand II- da's outstanding women.
ings. May 12 and 13, at 8:15, ir
Building. If so, then let's do something and do it quickly.
the Annie Russell Theatre. This is
Oi tsion," which will arrive here load- The only woman ever to be elec2. To improve the present methods of freshmen orientation
the fourth production of the RoUins
lEi i with the plaudits of critics
ted to the Florida legislature, Mrs,
by the upper classmen,
Student Players and is entirely
Ic oth sides of the Atlantic. Hard Fuller has served as chairman of
CAROLINE SANDLIN
3. To make an effort to encourage all honorary organizadifferent from the other plays pr
'9; oiled Broadway audiences acclaim- Public Welfare for the State Fedtions on the campus to accomplish some constructive project
sented this year.
!i d it so heartily that it ran for six eration of Women's Clubs, chairduring the college year.
Charles Klein's "The Music Masifl lonths on the Great White Way, man of the Citizenship and Inter4. To make an attempt to make an equitable distribution of
ter" is under the direction of Harry
[elen Hayes, superb American star national Relations committee of the
students in extra-curricular activities.
R. Pierce, professor of speech
E stage and screen, said, " I loved State Parent-Teachers Association,
Do you as students feel that these problems are worth the
whose ability in developing out- George Fuller To Be Master
Jrand Illusion' . . . what an orgy and has served on numberless comtime of the council? As the future policies of the council rest
standing character studies is widely
f good acting it is." Winchell said. mittees for the general welfare of
of Ceremonies for Event
largely in your opinions we should like to hear them.
known.
the current film sensation, a land- the state and county. As an origDudley Darling.
Honors Day will be held this
Years ago David Belasco prelide hit with all reviewers," "Fas- inal member of the National Comyear
in connection with Senior
senited
the
rising
young
actor,
inating'," cried the New York mittee on War Causes and Cures
David Warfield in this play. The Class Day on June 2, at 10 o'clock
'imes . . . "its virtues can't be re- when it was formed under Presititle role easily takes rank with Rip in the morning. George Fuller
uced to words." There were no dent Taft, she recently attended
Van Winkle and Lightnin' Bill act as Master of Ceremonies; Bill
issenting voices in the clamor of the 14th annual convention of the
Jones.
"The Music Master's" Scheu will deliver the farewell ad'
pproval.
Committee held in Washington.
search for his daughter entails dress; and Mortimer Lichtenstein
Quoting a review by Katharine Mrs. Fuller is also a member of the
many disappointing setbacks until will read the class will and testa
Ulyer, in the Washington Daily committee of Human Relations of
a young girl chances to come to ment.
tews . . . "The film follows two the National Council of Women.
At this time all honors will be
him for music lessons. His comrench soldiers into a German prisPrincipal speaker at the Alumnipanions are all happy-go-lucky bestowed upon different students
m camp and silhouettes dispas- Senior dinner will be Dr. Karl Lehmusicians of different nationalities. Miss Eastwood wishes that all fraionately their individual tragedies mann, who received the honorary
Helen Rae and Howard Bailey Gamma Phis and Thetas WiU Each of the eighteen roles is in ternities, clubs, or other groups
igainst the Universal tragedy cf degree of LL.D. from Rollins in
Sing Together; Fuller to In- itself a distinct character part. who have honors, pins, etc. to beDirect Plays and Dances for
pen who fight men, when they 1927.
Widely known throughout
terview Whiteley
May 17; Faculty Appear
They have their moments of stow at that time will notify the
Fould prefer to sit down to supper the state for his work as secretary
triumph and despair because of the office in order that a definite profcithc ; another. The theme is de- of the Lake County Chamber of
gram may be planned. If pins or
On Wednesday evening. May 17 Gamma Phi Beta and Kappa Alijeloped without bitterness
ho- Commerce, Dr. Lehmann is also at 8 o'clock in Recreation Hall a pha Theta sororities, winners of vicissitudes in their professional diplomas are to be ordered, it
lives.
'Inini."
secretary of the Florida Water- program of unusual interest will first and second places respectively
should be done as soon as possible
The
cast
includes
the
following
'One of the Frenchmen is an ways Congress, director of public be presented under the able direc- at the campus sing, Tuesday, May
order to avoid late arrival.
bistocrat, the other a mechanic, relations for Florida National Ex- tion of Helen Rae and Howard 2nd, will share honors on the Rol- students: George Krouse, Von BarFollowing the program, the class
wig,
the
Music
Master;
Caroline
fou get to know them as you do hibits, Inc., member of the execu- Bailey. This is a benefit perform- lins Radio Program tonight at nine11 carry out the tradition of
Sandlin, his daughter, Helen; Robharacters in books, slowly, but tive board of the Central Florida ance to help finance a Student thirty.
ert Ward, Henry Stanton; Patricia planting a palm tree, which Mr.
ipositively. By the circumstances of Council of Boy Scouts, and member Refugee to attend Rollins College
The Gamma Phis who have won
George Cartwright, superintendent
they are captured together, of the National Scout council. He next year. A small admission the sing, which is held each year on Pritchard, Jenny; Leonard Phillips, of grounds, donates for this puryet a chasm of breeding and think- also serves as chairman of the ad- charge of 25 cents will therefore the shores of Lake Virginia, for the Schwartz; George Ehrlich, Costel- pose each year.
ing keeps them from becoming the visory board of the State Christian be charged. Both faculty and stu- past two years will lead off by sing- lo; Melvin Clanton, Ryan; CharBob Hayes is the chairman of
jbuddies we democratically-bred Endeavor Union and Director of dents will participate in this pro- ing one of the prize winning songs. lotte Stout, Mrs. Cruger; Jeff Kennedy, Beverly Cruger; Ralph the Senior Class and is in charge
like to believe is the one nice the State Chamber of Commerce.
gram and everyone may expect a They will render five pieces includ- Harrington, Ditson; Don Murphy, of all arangements for Class Day. ,
linevitable outcome of war-forced
Other speakers on the program lot of fun and real entertainment. ing the second song that won a sil- Joels, the conspiring butler; Alice
|Companionship."
wil be Mrs. T. Ralph Robinson, of
Two short one-act plays, written ver plate for them. The Thetas will Elliott, Mrs. Cruger's niece; Rob- Spanish Club Visits Tampa
Not in the trenches, nor in their Orlando, president of the Orlandoby Robin Rae and Jess Gregg, and also sing their successful arrange- ert Carter, Mr. Cruger. Three muftirplane, but in the prison camp Winter Park branch of the AmeriOn Sunday, May 7, the Spanish
directed by students will be pre- ments, one a catchy piece called sician friends of Von Barwick, Fico,
they find mutual understanding, can Association of University Wosented. Dr. Holt,
Professors "The Knights of Arthur" the other Pinac, and Poons, will be played Club of Rollins made a trip to
ithe aristocrat in the German ca- men, and Robert S. Carr, presiTampa. While there they visited
Dougherty, Bailey, Hagopian, Rae, "My Dream of Love".
by
Matt
Ely,
Walter
Dandlicker,
officers Van Rauffer stein," dent of the University Club of OrGeorge Fuller, the master of and Richard Wesson. Tiny Lang- the University of Tampa and the
ce, etc. will appear on the
[the simple mechanic in a Jewish lando.
program. The exciting and thrill- ceremonies for the Rollins Hour, ford will appear as a bill collector. Centro Asturiano. At the Centro
[compatriot. The story builds and
Espanol they were entertained by
Among the guests of honor will ing Kirkby Malzeard Sword Dance will interview Peggy Mary WhiteTickets may be gotten at the members of this club with Spanish
moves to a terrifically moving cli- be Mrs. Elvira Carter Garner,
will be performed by Art Bifield, ley, president of Gamma Phi, with
>x office of the Annie Russell
max, drops back and goes on. Its alumna of Rollins and the author of
ic. Following the entertainsome
questions
about
singing
and
Jack Buckwalter, George Fuller,
Theatre'every afternoon from 4 to ment a reception was held at the
Becond movement, the last se- "Ezekiel" and "Ezekiel Travels".
Red and Robin Rae and Bill Vos- the History of the Campus Sing 6. Students are admitted on their
home of Mr. and Mrs. Constitino
jquence, tells of the escape of MareMrs. George C. Holt, chairman burgh. Six girls, Ima Achenbach, idea on the Rollins campus. The tudent association cards.
Lado. Spanish refreshments were
chal and his pal Rosenthal, their of the social committee of the RolCharlotte Cadman, Sylvia Haimo- sing is held in two sections, one for
served and a typical Spanish athideout in a German frau's house, lins Alumni Asosciation, is in
witz, Erika Heyder, Daphne Tak- the men and one for the women and
Jane Fairchild Initiated
mosphere was maintained throughand the love of Marechal for the charge of general arrangements
ach, and Peggy Whiteley will dance is a tradition started about four
t the day. Those making the trip
peasant woman. As the last fatalis- for the dinner.
years ago by the Independent ortwo delightful Morris dances.
Alpha Omega Chapter of Phi Mu ire Mr. Rinehart, Eva Rinehart,
tic thread, it completes the patlorority announces the initiation Mrs. A. G. Lamb, Irma Achenbach,
tern."
To conclude the broadcast the •n April 22 of Jane Ruth FairBob Carter, Mary Marchman and
With a crack cast, headed by
Gamma Phis and Thetas will join child, of Winter Garden, Florida.
Robert Lado.
|Jean Gabin, Pierre Fresnay, Eric
in singing "In the Evening by the
Von Stroheim, Dita Parlo, and
Moonlight" and "Don't Send My
lOthers, and backed by a timely and
Boy to Florida". This group is acartistically
presented
theme,
customed to singing together, for
"Hello, Betts, old thing!" "Why, we could somewhat make up our last year they were the first group
"Grand Illusion" seems likely to
deserved the New York Her- where have you been lately, Fran? deficit of funds every month.)
of girls to go around to the various
Also
the
girls
came
to
a
very,
|«ld Tribune's description as being I haven't seen you in ages." "Come
dormitories and serenade.
'A film which we should not miss over and dance with me next, kid- very unpleasant awakening as to
wagon behind. At any rate, our four
By JANET JONES
the
amount
of
money
a
boy
must
do,
I
have
a
new
step
to
show
leeing."
You're good kids, Thetas, but footed pals (?) pursued SOMEBecause of the expense of bring- you." Such were the remarks to be spend when he takes a girl to a
you sure are wacky". The Thetas THING from one side of the road
Corsages,
frinstance,
ing this attraction here, it will be heard near and about the Phi Delt dance.
have been working up to that de- to the other most of the evening
necessary to charge all college stu- "girl bid-girl break" dance last whewwwM You guys may have
icription for a long time but last and often practiced "stand on your
15c for admission. All others Saturday night. Really, it was thought it was a sense of humor
Friday nite they cinched it com- own two feet".
The campus sing apparently had
Will be charged 35c. There will be amazing how many old pals that sent those vegetable bouquets
pletely and forever.
but
don't
be
foooled,
they
were
His
Address
Concerns
"Quest
ngst
the
male
sex
suddenly
two performances, the first at 4:15
The night having been dark and a demoralizing effect on the guys
For Spanish Archives"
and the second at 8:15. Students came into the foreground and also about fifty percent cheaper than
omfortably disordered, there may and gals because the one thing that
•nust present their Student Associa- how many bitter remarks were
till be a Theta wandering around was worse than the sandspurs was
As for the "junk" that was
the singing; . . . . and about those
tion cards in order to get the re- made amongst the girls. "Honestly
Dr. A. J. Hanna, professor of his- lost among the pines and shrub- sandspurs, what is more perforatlow, honey, you have been follow- brought as admission fees some of
<iuced admission rates.
bery
of Central Florida looking for
ng me and I wish you'd go dance it was pretty good. Jeff Liberman tory at Rollins and president of the the hay wagon she missed at the ing to the posterior while in a perjustly deserves (N. B. that I said Florida Historical society, adA^ith
my
date
the
way
you
promPhi Mus Elect Officers
er of Fifty-second and the fectly peaceful prone postion than
sed. He was so stuck I just had to deserves) the bottle of champagne dressed the students of the Uni- next orange grove. At least she'd the painful prick of a sandspur?
which was to be the prize for the versity of Florida last Monday eveA recent election of the officers leave him."
have a good alibi should a Cracker
The Thetas are "putting aside a
ning
on
the
subject
"The
Secret
person
bringing
the
best
piece
of
Anyway, it gave the boys an inkof Phi Mu sorority resulted as foloonshiner suspecting revenooers little each day" so that the next
lows: President, Daphne Banks, ling of the desperation in a girl's junk. Jeff brought a copy of the Quest for the Spanish Archives of ask her what the ' "$*: she's doing. time they'll have Evereadys ready
Eustis, Fla.; First Vice-President, fluttering heart before a dance Versailles Treaty, and certainly Florida".
"I'm waiting for a hay ride" she'll for those who can't see a fence for
Dr. Hanna has engaged extenFrancis Whittaker,
Aberdeen, and the horror of being "stuck" such ingenuity should be rewarded
y and that'll be that.
what's on the other side of it.
Wiss.; Second Vice-President, Lu- during the dance, especially here with a little French wine, but the sively in historical research in the
As a matter of fact it's a stroke
Later that nite v^hile everysouth
for
the
past
several
years.
winds
have
it
that
someone
made
where
the
fellows
won't
even
hold
cerne Phillips, Torrington, Conn.;
of luck that the whole sorority body was quietly swearing at hay
His
research
activities
have
carried
off
with
the
coveted
prize.
Any(
Secretary, Gayner Davis, Forsyth, a five dollar bill behind your back
r t left out in the wilds of which refused either to part comthat we never get a chance to way, Jeff has seen no champagne him through Mexico and Cuba. He the wild country over the weekGa.; Treasurer, Dorothy Ciccarelli,
pany or be rolled up with curls for
Lakewood, Ohio; Historian, Nor- cash in on the advice from that yet. Come on, Phi Delts, fork over. is the author of the successful end, for two very necessary mem- the nite it was decided that the
•ne Farr, Orlando, Fla.; Librarian, bible "No Nice Girl Swears". That You kids saved quite a lot of money "Flight Into Oblivion". This is re- bers of the party, until that even- moon had been divine, the party
Lillian Conn, Winter Park, Fla.; advice was to offer sweetly that last week-end since you monopo- garded as one of the most thorough ing, had believed in life, liberty and diviner, and the hay fever pretty
^liaplain, Gayner Davis; and Re- you would be glad to take the five lized three "girl-pay" entertain- histories of the Civil War that has the pursuit of happiness without a
I been written.
dollars to go home. (And therefore, ments that I can remember.
Porter, Norine Farr.

Refiigee Program Radio Program To
Will Be Given In Feature Winning
Recreation Hall Sororities' Songs

Support
Rollins Sandspur

The City of Winter Park has
provided Rollins College with a
new home for the Thomas R. Baker
Museum of Natural History.
The gift of the former clubhouse
of the Aloma Country Club where
the Museum will have its new headquarters was announced by Rollins
College authorities following the
recent transferring of the property to the College.
During the last few years, the
growth of the Thomas R. Baker
Museum has necessitated a move to
larger and more adequate quarters,
it was announced, and although repairs and minor alterations on the
clubhouse will be necessary, the
building will give the College completely adequate facilities for the
The large reception hall in the
building, with its excellent possibilities for lighting, will be used
for public exhibits, according to
plans. Adjoining this room are the
former locker rooms which will
afford space for the reference collections. The south porch, which
has a tile roof, will be equipped
for the use of visiting scientists
who wish to continue their work
during their stay in this vicinity.
Other rooms are well located for
an office, reading room, and rooms
for classes or lectures to small
public audiences. The small apartment in the tower will be equipped
for the use of a resident caretaker.
In undertaking the development
of such a museum, Rollins is pioneering in this part of Florida for
there is no museum of natural history which is being actively cared
for and developed in the southern
half of the state.
The management of the Museum
is delegated to a Museum Committee elected by the Trustees of the
College. This committee will have
charge of developing the policies
of the Museum and of raising and
expending the money necessary to
carry on the work. Since this is to
be distinctly a Florida Museum,
exhibiting and specializing in
Florida animal and plant life, as
well as Indian culture and fossils,
it is planned to increase the membership of the Museum Committee
to make it representative of the
whole state.
Members of the Committee already elected are Mr. John E.
Woods, chairman; Dr. George G.
Scott, vice-chairman; Mr. Theodore
E. Emery, secretary; Dr. Hamilton
Holt, Dr. Winslow S. Anderson,
Mr. E. T. Brown, Mayor John F.
Moody of Winter Park, Mr. Walter Schultz, Prof. Guy Waddington,
Mr. R. W. Greene, Mr. Harold S.
Lyons, Mr. George W. Woodbury,
Mr. W. E. Winderweedle, Dr.
George R. Crisler, Mr. John W. Alvord, Mr. W. R. Rosenfelt, Dr. B.
M. Davis.
One function of the Museum will
be to present an interesting public
exhibit; displaying the common
birds, insects, snakes, fishes and
shells. At the same time, the reference collections for those more
seriously interested in
be built up as rapidly ,
The Museum already has a fine
collection of shells which is grow(Continued on pdge 3)

Sandspurs, Singing, Hay Fever, Have
Demoralizing Effect on Peaceful Thetas

- T h e r e are a few members of
the Senior Class who have not
yet ordered their Commencement invitations.. The final order for these invitations will be
mailed to the engraver's office
Friday morning.
The invitation prices are as
follows: leather booklets, 35c,
and cardboard booklets, 20c.
All additional orders for invitations should be placed with
Bob Hayes Friday morning. In
order to insure a correct order,
please drop a written order for
the invitaUons in the Post-Hole
office.
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Student Council Elections
The elections for the heads of the Student
Council were held last Monday night. It is
difficult to comment on what went on before the elections for very few people knew
from day to day who was running for the
offices. It is safe to say that few elections
on any campus have ever been accompanied
by less preliminary campaigning on the part
of the candidates.
At the recent elections of the Publications
"Union it was found that there was a scarcity
of eligible candidates for the various positions on the student publications. Some of
the posts could not even be filled because the
people who were running were not at the
time eligible. A special dispensation had to
be passed by the Student Council which
would waive the regular requirements for the
position of Advertising Commissioner. No
one who applied for the job had had enough
experience to be elected.
When it came time to elect a president of
the Student Council, the different organizatiolns began looking around among their
members for Juniors who would be capable of
holding the office. The sad truth is that
there were very few who were experienced
enough to asume the position.
One sorority, seeing the dearth of possible candidates, for a time toyed with the idea
of running a girl for the presidency. They
could see no reasons why having a girl for
the head of the student body would not be
such a good idea. Their proposed candidate
was capable and in all probability could have
handled the work as well as a man. However,
the objections that were offered cannot be
easily overlooked.
Each year Rollins has been bringing in
just a few more girls than boys. At the present time there are more girls than boys. To
elect a girl president of the Council would
have been madness. There are some boys
who might consider coming to Rollins who
would have been influenced by this fact. Although it sounds trivial, it is true that some
people would resent having a girl at the head
of the student body. Even though it is true
that the position sounds more important than
it really is, nevertheless it is an honor and the

person who holds this position has a significance for Freshmen.
When the night of elections came, there
were only two candidates. One was a Junior
and the other, a Sophomore. Both were capable men. Completely forgetting the fraternity element, which unfortunately seems
to creep into every election, either man could
have done the work satisfactorily. Naturally
there could be only one man elected. It is
worth noting that there were no broken
friendships or hard feelings after the results
of the election were made public.
We feel that something definitely constructive was accomplished through this election. The lack of rancor displayed shows a
maturity on the part of the students which
would have seem impossible even as recently
as the elections of last year.
The Sandspur wishes at this time to congratulate Dudley Darling, President; Sue
Terry, Vice-president; and Dorothy Bryn,
Secretary. We will cooperate to the best of
our ability in working for the betterment of
the college. We feel that the step taken this
year toward greater campus harmony should
be continued. The petty jealousies and unfriendly rivalry of past years should remain
buried and forgotten.

ROLLINS

JWEDNESDAY, MAYjO, 193;

SANDSfUR

Campus Camera
ALBERT
SENIOR IN T H E
NEW YORK UNIV.
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, HAS
BEEN PRESIDENT
OF HIS CLASS
FDR THE P A S T ,
FC1URYEA15S./

Our Need of a Swimming Team

-ROVING REPORTERS-

'Tis spring and young man's Washington and Lee crew will b
fancy turns to love and lover's back next year, so "Hold tight
quarrels.
Gwen". His name is Alee.
Chase Hall looked like Cloverleai
It looks good to see the Duchess
back in circulation. However, it is on Saturday night. We didn't kno^
that boys could be so weepy-^vil,
with Charlie Curie now and not
lowy when they were left out o
Gridley. However, Gridley doesn't things. Chase Hall was no differ.
seem to mind, as he is very much ent than Lyman, Rollins, Hooker
taken up with Lillian Ryan—so and Gale.
Wanted! A heap big cave man'
much so, that he even eats at the
for Jezebel Wilhite.
Alpha Phi table.
Peggy Clelland was missed at th«
Elsa Stig and Charlie Curie are
on the bum. Could it have been be- dance. We give Peggy our vote foi
cause of one night at a certain Rol- the Best Dressed Girl on Campus
lins hang-out in Orlando? Possi- Her gowns actually seem to hav(
bly, you can find out from the oc- a personality of their own. Whilj
cupant of Room 216, Chase Hall. on the subject of dress, we mus
If that isn't being specific enough, give our humble opinions on th«
then t r y to recall who Stig rushed costumes that appeared at th«
dance.
at the Phi Delt dance.
Pinto was just too cute for words,
Lillian Conn nipped
David
Crawford's romance while it was He took his raiment a little toe
still in the bud. Congratulations, seriously however. "Ladies only"
Lillian. Too bad, David, possibly if means just what it says!
We wonder what kind of juji]j
you had a car. Well, who knows ?
Happily, young love is not all yards they have in Pittsburgh. Barbroken hearts here at Rollins. We bara Drew and her date certainly
still have a few happy couples, in were too dressed up to go to any
spite of the Phi Delt dance. Fe- Florida junk yard.
males are born to suffer in silence,
Don Ogilvie and his escort deand we think that the boys of Rol- served a gallon of Champagne,
lins will agree that a girl bid dance Their costumes were the most ap.
is somewhat like a revolution. Even propriate and by far the most orig.
the weather man seemed to know inal at Dubsdread. Whose brainthat something was wrong here in child was that? Yours or hers
the Venice of America. Besides the Don?
usual crop of headaches that folReward! One million raindrops!
low a dance, we had a crop of For capture and punishment of the
heartaches Sunday morning. A practical joker who thought that
number of formerly happy Rollins it was funny to spread the humor
males were sadly singing, "For you that there was an admission charge
left and Then Came the Rain".
at the Independent Open House
Among the survivors of the now held in Rec Hall last Thursday.
famous Female Revolution, we are In spite of everything, a good time
happy to find Jack Maloney and was had by all six who attended.
Rachel Harris still going strong,
Mary Trendle and OUie Callaway
HoweVer, true love never runs have started a sewing circle at
smooth, so watch for fireworks Cloverleaf. They will mend old
from the Harris-Maloney front
pants, sew buttons, fix socks and
the not-so-distant future.
what-have-you. Don't rush them
Ted Pitman and Janet Jones not boys!
only survived the Revolution, but
The inmates of Chase were pleasthey were happy to celebrate their antly surprised to find that besides
First Anniversary last week. Miss being the nicest faculty wife, Mn.
Jones sported a gorgeous corsage Armstrong is also a talented arfor the event. In case anyone tist. We saw her Senior Exhibit
would like to know, they celebrated and were very proud of our houseby going to the Beacham.
mother.
Tiny Phillips has been going
We often wonder why Evelyn
around the campus singing, "I got Boland is so anxious to get to
a guy". He has changed the words Daytona every Tuesday. Can it be
to, "I got a Gore". The first name a male ? Or does she just like to
being Mary Benton and things look
Joan Kellogg-Smith was seen on
Spring has sprung right into the the Golf Course at Dubsdread. Has
heart, or should we say hand, of she taken up night golf and given
Jess Gregg. It hit him hard. He up dancing ? We don't remember
is suffering from a hand-holding seeing her on the dance floor even
complex. In fact, we have never
seen him without finding a girl's
Ellen Gross had traffic blocked
lily white hand clutched in his big for miles and miles around the
brutal paw.
horseshoe. No, it wasn't an exGwen Griffiths is carrying a hibition, she was just saying goodtorch. Too bad that Virginia is so night.
far away. We are certain that the
Just one more word before we
sign off. Did anyone read the editorial on the Student Building?
Well, what about it? All in favor
say, "Aye". All others, shut up!

TWE LISTENINe POST"
PROF: EDW. Y. VDUNS OP DUKE U.
FREAK TREE GROWTH ON THE
HAS TRAVELED TO EUROPE 32
On April 29, the Florida High School
WnTENBURS COOESE CAMPUS. TIMES INTHE F»ST % YEARS.'
Swimming Meet was held at Rollins. Despite the fact that a smaller crowd attends
these meets every year, it was a gala day.
It was a day of good sportsmanship and keen
competition.
Penguin Peggy
These swimming meets have been held
There has been too much going on little demonstration you so kindly
annually at Kollins for some years. Every
to write about it all. We advocate allowed us to step into your home
year we watch the cream of Florida swim- the not-writing of anything that to show you, is that the radio promers pass before our eyes and do nothing should be written this week. That gram tonite expects to be listened
about it. We are ideally situated for
is why we will finish this as close to. So tune in, wherever you be—
on Genius Drive, or the Azalea
swimming team and still we continue to sit as possible to the beginning,
closer.
As a matter of fact, while Gardens, with a little portable or
back and let a splendid opportunity go by
we are about it, we also advocate at home. But don't forget.
We have a football team, a basketball the not-doing of anything and
We had a rather disturbing conteam, a baseball team, a tennis team, and a everything that it is necessary to versation with little Jean, first
crew. On a whole they are well organized do. Just go out and let it rain
cousin of the Spanish Morses, the
other day. It was one of the dripand directed. With the exception of crew, you for awhile. Or don't. See if
ping-heat days when any conversathere is no other sport that could be more adThe Phi Delts pulled through tion becomes involved anyway, and
vantageously practiced at Rollins than swimwith another honey of a dance suddenly, during a lull in the vocal
ming.
creation, she said, "Oh, it's June!"
Saturday night. People were just
The real reason we lack a team is because touch skeptical about it ahead of It set in mid air for a moment or
we have not in the past made it worthwhile time but it turned out to be a whop- so, and then it caught us on the
for a swimmer to come to Rollins. Each year ping success. It wasn't hard to tell side of our head. We just couldn't
believe time had done us that much
scholarships are doled out for football and who was popular and who wasn't,
dirt. Finally the dawn broke. We
other sports and none are considered for and it was a pleasure to see
hope it hits you too because it's
worried expressions on somi
swimming. Naturally a boy or girl who has often smug faces. We noticed
too hot to make any more puns.
spent years training will not come to Rollins eral wallflowers who looked i
How would you feel if you came
when some other school or university will they would cry any minute. One home some night all tieyed out and
found a McCorkle spread out like a
or two bright buttons arrived
offer him a swimming scholarship.
Little
feminine garb to get around the comforter on your bed?
Almost all the schools in the north have
possibility of being stuck. But Goldie Locks Rittenhouse was
swimming teams. They compete with the the girls enjoyed themselves. Thi slightly upset too.
other schools and the sport has a definite one concession we give the lads i;
Richard Rhodda has asked us to
place on the roster. They train the swim- that we find it is difficult to advertise for a small portion of
mers who will be the future Olympic cham- make our little duty numbers and peace of mind for him. If someone
optional ones too. And at such i has a bit they can spare . . . .
pions.
dimly lit dance, and one so crowd
Hoffea ter stein
Rollins could take her place with these ed, it is quite hard to see people
schools if she were wise. A championship Then there are always those who
swimming and diving team is not an impossi- disappear for an hour or so, making
things dificult because it takes
bility.
goodly percentage of the time to
Even the school catalogue admits that we deduct that. However, all in all,
are situated in a place where aquatics should there was more cutting and stag
By JANET JONES
other sororities which participated
play a large part in our schedule. To quote: assistance among the women than
After weeks of close hamony, in the sing crowded the Gamma
"Rollins is ideally located for water sports
e men could ever claim. If we
ime of which was at times even Phis in merit. The Theta's "Dream
it, so can you rutted rascals,
and these occupy a large place in the activities
little crowded, the Sorority SongIn particular we noticed—Bob birds of the South girded their vo- of Love," and the singing of the
of the campus. Rollins has always had excellent swimming teams." We are glad that Belden trying hard, (and succeed cal loins and sang for the sake of quartet brought them second place
ing
pretty
well),
to
look
like
one
o]
every sorority from Alpha to Ome- recognition. Anne Anthony's Pi
the catalogue used "had". I t would be too
his many California friends . . .
bad if anyone were to be misled by the tense Warren Hume looking as we re ga last Tuesday night. Ghandi-like Phied version of "Ferdinand" wowppers, which made for good clear ed the crowd—and the judges, for
of the verb.
member seeing him any number of
-re-mi's, proved worthwhile, for
Last Saturday the girls' intramural swim- times his freshman year . . . 1
each group excelled in its respec- they just sat quietly holding third
bara
Drew,
fresh
from
Mars
ming meet was held. There were some girls
tive interpretations of the chosen place, when it was all over.
Tibet—one of the two . . . Ash
^s. One might very well wax
who showed without question that they could
The aftermath of the whole afPurse staying in one coi
be developed into much better than average the fighting women would know poetical over the Annual Women's fair is that Wednesday you have
Campus Sing for the moonlight's
swimmers. Rachel Harris would be a nu- where to find him . . . A. Whyte path floated over the lake to meet but to turn the dial of your trusty
Philco, and, we trust, not turn it
cleus around whom any girls' team could be treating the Phi Delts to a round the sweet tunes of well loved and off again, to hear the encore of the
Too darned many high school honored sorority songs. In fact, it
established. There are other girls who would
Gamma Phi, and Theta offerings.
always cutting on the college
the sort of thing for which we There'll be no moon but electric
be more than willing to train and work toenvied by every college student lights turn off easier anyway, and
ward the goal of a championship Rollins'
Priestly Q: Wetherelk wants his north of the Florida border.
besides, if you wish you may join
swimming team.
.me in the news again. Some peoThe Gamma Phis were justifiably in and sing, you sinners, sing!
This Saturday is the men's intramural ple will just never be satisfied, hailed by all admiring listeners as
As a willing acknowledgment
are one always to oblige. being a bit more finished and hav- of male achievement we'll tell you
meet. There are men who with more rigora bit more finesse than the that the Men's Sing tomorrow nite
ous training could offer competition to any And so we listened to him spiel off
little while the other day other groups. However, the five should be marvelous.
college swimmer in the country. There are
and found that he believes he
also divers who show definite promise. Why should be president of almost anydon't we do something about them ?
thing; that he'd rather sing Bach
The Hoeger sisters, the Harris brothers, than do anything else (but e a t ) ;
all swam in the Florida State Interscholastic and that he doesn't want to be
Aquatic Meet. They saw Rollins and Rollins quoted. So we left the quotation
marks off for you, Priestly, dear. New Sponsors Include Dr. Tryouts To Be Held Tonight
in Rec Hall; Bailey Directs
saw them. They saw what Rollins had to
Newman; Tea Is Served
Hilbert Heggnogg has been hidoffer, but at present it isn't enough for boys ing lately. Not even the various
Tryouts for the final play of the
and girls who feel that they may be of cham- soda fountains have been able to
The Phi Betas held induction year, "The Torchbearers", will be
pionship calibre. Of course, there may be
his patronage. Why, oh why remonies last Friday afternoon held tonight at 7;30 in Recreation
arguments that if they were serious enough Hilbeut, Won't you please come at three-thirty o'clock at the Kappa Hall. Professor Bailey, who will
about their swimming, they could come to back out of your little cuckoon? Lodge for the society's new spon- direct, urges all seniors who are inNo? Well, if you Wilhite, you Wilwho are Dr. Evelyn Newman,
school here and do their training without the hit, we guess. Still, if you stopped Professor and Mrs. Howard Bailey, terested to be present at these preliminary tryouts. If possible, he
benefit of a team. That sounds very good, to think of that trail of broken and Professor and Mrs. Buel wants to cast most of the parts
but unfortunately things never work out hearts you left behind you, might- Trowbridge.
from the senior class.
en you reconsider?
Following the ceremony there
that way.
George Kelly's "The TorchbearT'was Singsday and upon the
IS a tea a t Mayflower Hall for ers" is a masterpiece of satire. It
Rollins needs a swimming team to combuggy lake shore the entertainment the sponsors, alumni and members satirizes the founders of the little
pete with the colleges of the North and South. sat. As each eager group arose to
the Stetson University chapter. theatre movement throughout the
We know that a few scholarships are all that offer their contrib, the others were
The guests were received by country. Ever since it first openare needed to start this team. Fleet Peeples, spellbound waiting for the high Alice Elliott, president of the lo- ed on Broadway, it has been recogwith the material we have in school now and notes—and hoping someone would cal chapter, and the other members nized as one of the best comedies
the material we could get, would be able to leap the hurdles, (cooperative Uto- and pledges of Phi Beta. Virginia of contemporary life.
pia). At any rate, the Gamma Quantrell served lime sherbet
coach a team that could take its place with the Phis came out on top, followed by
"The Torchbearers" will be prepunch to the guests and assorted
sented for one performance, June 2,
best that any other school might offer.
the Thetas, and the point of this cookies were passed.
in the Annie Russell Theatre.

FOOTNOTES

Crowded Harmony Wins Sing For Gamma
Phis And Thetas; Pi Phied Song Wows All

Phi Betas Hold
'Torchbearers' Will Be
Induction Ceremony Final Play Of Year

Thetas Entertain At
Late House-Warming
K. A.'s To Have Open House
Sunday; Everyone Invited

The Kappa Alpha Thetas were
hostesses at their open house last
Sunday night. It was almost a
house-warming for Lucy Cross Hall
because the dormitory has never
before been the scene of a large
cial gathering made up of the
liege students. For the first time
the living room rug was rolled back
for dancing and wax was put on
the floor.
In the alcove at the lower end
of the room there was a long table
laden with refreshments. There
was a large bowl of orange juice*
a cheese platter, a bowl of crackers, and several plates of sandwiches and cookies.
In spite of the dance the night
before quite a large number of
people came in to carry on where
they had left off, and the bo?!
were given a chance to do a few ot
the newly accumulated "duty
dances.
The K. A.s will be the next in
line for holding open house and
everyone should go even if only
long enough to see the "Blue
Room" which is really not as well
kno^vn as it should be on the
campus. "Open House" formally begins at eight o'clock.
K. A.'s

Entertain

Guests

The Kappa Alphas were hos
over the week-end to Julian Smit'
and Tom Harris who are K. A.s
from the University of Florida.
The Florida chapter entertained
the local representatives of the
Florida Intercollegiate Association
during a conclave held there. The
visitors were also guests at the
Phi Delt dance Saturday night.
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—ALONG THE SIDELINES— Johnson Wins
Sports Program To Gamma Phis Win Rollins Baseball
Graduates Are Lauded for Contributions to Rollins
Sports; Gillespie, McGinnis, Daugherty, Hume
Intramural Title Be Annual Event Intramural Swim Team Wins Game
to Leave
• By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr. •
In Tournament For Two Colleges Meet On Saturday From Oglethorpe
As the fiscal year 1939 draws to a reluctant close we sports fans here
at Rollins may look back on an exceptionally successful athletic campaign. Under the leadership of an able coaching staff headed by our
mutual friend, "Smiling Jack" MacDowall, Rollins teams have shown
brilliant performances throughout three heavily scheduled seasons.
Only fine men and real athletes with startling competitive hearts could
have accomplished the tasks that faced the college teams during this
year. We seldom give these men the credit due them until after they've
left us. It will be only a few short weeks now before the final curtain
rings down on the intercollegiate careers of some of our most able and
successful athletes. Before they slip away from us, quietly and unnoticed, let us in our humble way try to pay them the respect to which
they are duly entitled.
Richard Gillespie, "Rick," they call him—the big red-headed guy
who's always got a smile on his face, well, he's leaving us this year.
He's a great fellow we'll all agree, but we must also remember he is
too, a great athlete. For three long years "Rick" gave his
Coach MacDowall's hard working football squad. FOP three
"Rick" held down the key blocking back position on the gridiron, asking
as his only reward a groan from a hard hit end. (He WAS rewarded
often.) During the winter months, when he wasn't practicing football,
he held down a guard position on the Theta Kappa Nu intramural basketball team. This year "Rick" helped the coaches break in new prospects for next year's grid club at the annual winter practice session.
Mr. Gillespie is now campaigning with the Tar baseballers where he
plays an excellent game at shortstop. As the guardian of the territory
around the second sack he can't be beaten. When at the plate he gets
his share of the hits to help his teammates scamper around the bases.
They tell me that our boy "Rick" is going to take his talents to Cuba
next year where he will be a new addition to the coaching staff at the
University of Havana. Good luck, Mr. Gillespie.
I hear that Marion "Old Man" Mclnnis is going to collect a sheepskin when commencement day rolls around. I'm sure that we are all
glad that he interrupted his tour of colleges long enough to stay with us
for four years. For three seasons "Pappy" has been lugging the pigskin for the MacDowallites with consistant success. Popular and clever
on the playing field he could always be counted on to pull the trick out
of the bag that means another tally in the win column. His loss will be
sadly felt by the football fans next season. During the basketball
season "Mac" took the responsibility of coaching the Rollins club as well
as playing with it and did a swell job. Now that baseball is well under
way we find the plucky little athlete snagging flies in the right field
sector. The "Old Man" also does well at bat; getting hits at crucial
moments is his specialty. Rumor has it that the "granddaddy" of
Rollins athletics will be found coaching the Palmetto Pummas from now
on. Well, the only thing this writer can say is that if he coaches as
well as he plays, Palmetto will see a definite change for the better in
their athletic prowess.
As the year closes we have many regrets, among them will be the
loss of the ever good fellow, "Ollie" Daugherty. He hails from the
Theta Kappa Nu house where his name will go down in the annals of
their great. On the gridiron he was a fullback we will recount in our
memories for many years to come. It seemed to be a habit with this
proverbial bonecrusher to carry the coveted pigskin into pay dirt.
Through years of experience he became a truly aggressive backerup.
"Ollie" might be termed by your correspondent as a fullback deluxe.
No one, not even the big boy himself, seems to know just what he will
do when graduation takes him from us. Whatever it is I know that if
he goes into it in the same way which he played football he will be a
great success. Well, we'll be thinking of you old "Chisle chin."
You know him—everybody calls him "Break"; that's right, it's Warren Hume. Well no one can deny that Warren hasn't turned in three
super years under Coach Alex Waite. The "Beak" is one of those football players we never think much about, one of those men who is responsible for the holes in the line through which fleet-footed backs romp to
glory. Yes, you guessed it, he's a lineman. For three years plus a
year as a freshman Warren has been a good reason why Rollins football
teams have been a startling success. Besides being a mainstay on the
football field the "Beak" has become a prominent personality on the
campus. He is a member of the Kappa Alpha fraternity. Warren has
not as yet disclosed what he will do when he leaves us, but he will be
long remembered as an ambitious, hard working, and successful member
of our student body.

Aloma Country Club Theta Kappa Nus
Given By Winter Park Defeat Phi Delt Team
(Continued from page 1)
ing fast. The collection of insects
is also extensive and very complete in dragonflies and butterflies.
The collection of dragonflies in
particular has attracted interest
among specialists throughout the
eastern United States. Collections
of this kind will always be open for
study to qualified students as a
basis for original work.
Since Southern Florida provides
one of the best areas for research
in the eastern United States, it is
planned to make the Museum a
center for such work, with facilities
afforded in the form of space and
study and ordinary equipment for
those who wish to follow special
lines of research.
The Museum will also provide
accurate information to visitors
as to the best spots for collecting
and outdoor study. Formal instruction and informal lectures will also
be an important part of the Museum work. Courses in various
branches of science as a part of the
Adult Education program at Rollins College are planned, as well as
illustrated lectures for school children to supplement their science
studies.
Through these activities and
others to he developed , the Museum
will become an important asset to
Central Florida. Created many
years ago by the late Prof. Thomas
R. Baker of Rollins College, it was
developed by him until his death.
During the last five years Mr.
Edward M. Davis has acted as
director, and its growth during
this time has been sufficient to indicate the great need here for a
Museum which can undetrake the
services which a modern museum
can give.

Sigma Nus Win Over Independents in Diamondball

Toy Skinner is Runner-up in Stetson and Rollins WiJl Com- Thetas Place Second; Harris, Joe Justice, Star, Hit Home
Well-fought Bout; McCorpete in Four Fields; 60 Boys
Whyte and Roper Give DivRun, Friday; Tars Play U.
mick and Kruse Place
to Participate
of Florida This Week
ing Exhibition
The girls Fencing Intramurals
ended in a triumph for Pi Beta Phi
in the person of Lois Johnson.
Runner-up position was copped for
the Independents by Toy Skinner,
while Theta's Bobbie McCormick
and Chi O's Ann Kruse came out
about even in third place.
The tournament which began on
Tuesday May 2 and ended Friday
May 5, featured one or two major
upsets the most startling being the
defeat of Carl Good, last year's
winner, at the hands of the Wellsley-trained Kruse. It was in this
bout that an amazing change occurred in Kruse's style. Previously she had fenced with a certain
skill and precision of movement,
but lacked the drive, the fighting
spirit which is so necessary to victory against upper-bracket opponents. But against Good she fought
every bit as fiercely as her rival.
Both girls were aggressive to the
last touch, neither giving an inch,
and displaying such an air of door-die as is seldom seen in women's
sports.
Lois Johnson's victory over her
varsity captain. Toy Skinner, was
also unexpected in the light of
many bouts previously fenced between them. This was the best
fenced match of the meet. Both
contestants exhibited a smooth,
fine style, coupled with aggressive
attacks and a tight defense. Johnson won the bout on well timed disengage-ripostes which, it developed, had been drilled into her the
day before with evident success. It
speaks well for her natural skill
that she could not only remember
those movements from a single lesson but use them so effectively.
Skinner fenced strongly, made
swift, accurate ripostes, but attacked blindly with short simple
thrusts obviously not planned,
which failed to penetrate her opponent's guard. The meet officials
were at a loss to explain this sudden change from her usually carefully thought-out and well-executed drives.
The tournament was probably
the most thoroughly organized to
date. Professor Louis Roney has
placed a trophy at the disposal of
the bout committee; when the trophy has been suitably engraved it
will be presented to the Pi Phi's to
be their's until the meet next year
when it must be returned to competition, for under present plans it
must be won three times for permanent possession.
The fencing exhibited in last
week's contests indicates vast possibilities for the girls' intercollegiate matches next year and for a
team which will be second to none
in the south. Steady practice and
constant drill should smooth out
any rough spots in the style of
Skinner and Johnson, backbone of
the squad, and develop the skill of
Carl Good, and "Sis" Young, a left
hander who promises to be a real
threat in the future. It is hoped
that Martha Frost will also be able
to go on with the sport and again
account for her share of the victories against opposing teams as
she did on the girls' fencing trip

A strong Theta Kappa Nu baseball outfit came out of their lair
in Hooker Hall to defeat the team
representing the Phi Delt brotherhood. It was a hard and bitterly
fought battle ending in a score of
The Intramural Fencing Com16 to 7. Swan scored three times mittee, consisting of Dejay Shriner,
to lead the scoring for the victors, Don Cetrulo, Manny Ehrlich, Don
while Lawton, Thompson, and "Ol- Riddle and Professor Roney is allie" Daugherty each crossed the
plate twice. "Speedball" Hoover,
starred for the losers by accounting for two tallies.
In the Independent-Sigma Nu
—Rollins Alumnus—
conflict the gods favored the boys
of Sigma Nu, allowing them to deREAL ESTATE BROKER
feat their stubborn opponents by
el. 400
100 Park Ave.
the close score of 6 to 4. Farnsworth and Coates both scored twice 1
while Savage hit well for the Sig- j
ma Nuites. For the vanquished In- j Typewriter Headquarters
dependents Miller and Liberman»
Sales and Service
carried off the show by accounting
All Makes Used Typewriters
for all four runs between them.
Miller rang up a long three-bagger
19 E. Pine St., Orlanda
to help the losers threaten the lead |
Phone 4822
of their powerful adversaries-

RAY GREENE

Davis Office Supply

A new page in the sports history
of both Rollins and Stetson will be
written Saturday, May the twentieth. On that date it is planned
to start a yearly "Sports Day" program for boys between the two colleges. It is felt that this will bring
about a great deal of good sportsmanship between the two schools
and will be an excellent opportunity for the non-varsity athletes of
the two schools to display their
skills. It has long been realized
that there are so many really good
athletes in both schools that never
get a chance to demonstrate their
skills, because they lack the time
to do so.

The women's intramural swimming meet took place at Lake Virginia on Saturday afternoon, May
6, at three o'clock.
Although only four teams took
part, there certainly was no lack of
speed or skill. In the fifty yard
free style Tappy Porcher breezed
through to finish first with a time
of thirty-nine seconds. Betty Stevens was a close second and it wasn't
many hundredths of a second before Jane Rittenhouse crossed the
line. Rachel Harris took the twenty-five yard breast stroke in nineteen seconds doing the flying
stroke all the way; Pris Smith was
right in there for second and EleaIt is planned to make this nor Rand followed close on her
"Sports Day" an annual affair and heels.
to get as many boys as possible to
In the twenty-five yard free
participate. It would really be a style Pris Smith was the first to
wonderful thing if this could he cross the line with Jarry Smith and
worked into some type of tradi- Ann Roper finishing second and
tional program with a cup of some third respectively. Time here was
sort to be held by the winner for fifteen seconds.
the year.
Twenty-five yard backstroke was
It is a well known fact that the next and when the splashing was
athletic activities of this school and over, it was discovered that Rachel
of Stetson are carried out through Harris had won, streaking down
the efforts of a comparatively few the course in seventeen and nineof the male students. The "Sports tenths seconds. Tappy Porcher
Day" program will bring out those swam a nice race and came up from
who have not takent a too active behind to place second, with Jarry
part in athletics and will also re- Smith steadily pursuing her.
lieve some of the burden from the
Only two teams entered the divalready too active men.
ing; nevertheless it was one of the
A tentative program for the day most interesting events. Rachel
Harris placed first, Ann Whyte
is as follows:
second (Rah, rah, Annie), and Ann
10:00 - 12:00 A. M.
Roper third. The last event was
a. Swimming
50, 100, 220 and 440 yd. dashes the relay — two hundred yards —
100 yd. back, and 100 yd. breast and the girls had a hard time of it
as they had to go up to the twentystroke
200 yd. relay—4 men swim 50 five yard line, turn around in the
water
and swim back. The Gamma
yds. each
Phis won this event with the TheDiving—from 10-ft. board
tas second and the Pi Phis third.
b. Tennis;
The time was two minutes and forAll of the tennis matches will
ty-two seconds.
be doubles.
1:00 P. M. Dinner at the College
Totaling up the scores — the
Gamma Phis won with thirty-two
Commons
points, the Thetas second with
2:30 - 4:00 P. M.
a. Tennis—Those that did not twenty-five and the Pi Phis third
complete their mtaches in the with six. Credit should be given
the Chi Omegas and Alpha Phis
morning.
for their splendid efforts. The latc. Diamondball — 7 innings
ter, while not having a full team,
d. Golf
Mr. Thurston Adams of Rollins entered most of the races.
Fleet Peeples acted as referee
and Mr. Carl Johnson of Stetson
are promoting this event and it is
expected that some 60 boys from
each school will participate.
ready looking forward to a bigger,
more efficient and more interesting competition in 1939-40. In this
not only the Roney Trophy will be
at stake but also individual medals
for first and second place winners.
Contestants in the 1938-'39 meet
included Toy Skinner, Betty Haggerty, Dolly Winther, Independents; Carl Good, Roberta McCormick, Gloria Young, Kappa Alpha
Theta; Lois Johnson, Hortense
Ford, Pi Beta Phi; and Ann Kruse,
Chi Omega. The bouts were judged
and directed by Dejay Shriner,
Manny Ehrlich, and George Ehrlich.
Dr. John A. Nietz, University of
Pittsburgh education professor,
possesses the largest private collection of textbooks in the U. S.
It contains 2,000 volumes.
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Victor — Bluebird
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Week Beginning May 10th
Wednesday and Thursday
Academy award winner . . . R\\<
scores again in dramatic thrills
BETTE DAVIS
"DARK VICTORY"
with
Humphrey Bogart
George Brent
Friday Only
JOHN GARFIELD
"THEY MADE ME A
CRIMINAL"
with
Ann Sheridan — Claude Rain
"CRIME SCHOOL KIDS"
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
America's most thrilling story
. . . told in fiery realism!
"THE STORY OF ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL"
with
Don Ameche — Loretta Young
Henry Fonda—also Walt sney'
Henry Fonda
also Walt Disney's
"Mother Goose Goes Hollywood"
Starts Tuesday
WARNER BAXTER in
"RETURN OF CISCO KID"
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330 N. Orange Ave.

Phone 5410

Orlando

WEDNESDAY & THURS.

DATSON
Dairies, Inc.
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Products

Andy's Garage
Church S t
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

Orlando Phone 6342
Winter Park Phone 28 7R

ORLANDO

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Buck Johnson—Campus Agent

We solicit your business J

A Gift for
MOTHER

I home town i
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

1JI#

0 VW

I
IM

For Health

And Fun

10 New and Modern Bowling Alleys
Soda Grill and Lounge

Remember all the things she
has done for you. Then—
think how pleased she'll be
to know you remember and
appreciate them. Select an
appropriate gift from our
large assortments
with
which to remember her this
Mother's Day. Our salespeople will be glad to help
or advise you.

INCORPOEATED

A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Aye.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

BABY GRAND

Rollins Press Store

Have your Portable repaired at

SPRING IS THE TIME TO PAINT — COME HERE
FOR ANYTHING IN PAINT AND SIGNS
GILDDEN PAINT AND VARNISHES
348 B. Park Ave.
Winter Park

and starter, Marjorie Weber as announcer. Arax Ehramjian was the
clerk of the course, and Frances
Daniels scorer. The diving judges
were Jack Makemson, Fred Kasten,
and Fleet Peeples and the timers
were Mary Aufsesser, Dorothy
Hugli, and Betty Winton.

at your

148 W. SOUTH ST.

Winter Park, Phone 413

BRIGHTER HOMES PAINT CO.

By AL, SWAN
The Rollins baseball nine returned Sunday after splitting a twogame series with Oglethorpe Uni(Versity. RoHins won the first
game of the series played Friday
afternoon by a score of 8-4, but the
Georgia team came back strong in
Saturday's game to hand the Tars
a 4-0 defeat.
Joe Justice -was the star of Friday's game, smashing out a home
run, a double, and a single to lead
the Tar attack. Bill Dougherty,
Rollins pitcher, held the Oglethorpe
hitters to five hits. Although he
walked thirteen men, he settled
down finally to pitch himself out
of trouble. Dougherty was also
greatly aided by four double plays
executed by the Tar infield.
Buddy Bryson, reserve catcher
for the Tars, broke his thumb while
catching in batting practice for the
Friday game and will probably be
lost to the squad for the rest of
the season.
Joe Rembock, little Tar hurler,
lost a pitching battle to Barnes, ace
moundsman of Oglethorpe, in the
second game. Rembock held the
Atlanta club to 7 hits, while the
Tars were only able to touch the
Georgia ace for four safeties.
Rollins visits the University of
Florida this Friday and Saturday
to renew the feud between the two
clubs. Florida and Rollins have each
won one game earlier in the season.

THIS WEEK

:DARK
VICTORY
GEO. BRENT.HUMPHREY BOGART

Friday Onlv

JOHN GARFIELD
"They Made Me a Criminal"
With "Dead End Kids"
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
"THE STORY OF ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL"
Don Ameche — Henry Fonda
Ijoretta Young
EXTRA! Wa;t Disney Cartoon
35c Matinees — 40c Nights

ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER
720 N. Orange

Phone 6956

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO

THE

Debaters Return
From New York
-By Ted PitmanAnd Cleveland
With less than ten days of prac- to the South the Dad Vail Trophy.
RUDDER ROPES

ROLLINS
Head of

Bradley's Undefeated Varsity 8 Is F a s t Rounding Into
Top F o r m ; Ogilvie R a i s e s Stroke to Remarkable 48

tice left Coach Bradley's undefeated varsity eight is fast rounding into top shape for their mile
and five sixteenths grind against
seven other small college crews at
Red Bank, New Jersey. Last week
Don Ogilvie drove his husky
sweepswingers through punishing
practices in which he would row
two and three minute stretches
without lowering the stroke below a
41 or a 42. He also attained new
heights for Rollins rowing when
he raised his stroke after a three
minute "screecher" to an unbelievable 48 (We still have our tongue
in our cheek about that, though
Brad swears to it).
This week will be spent in final
conditioning and the smoothing off
ot the fast work with emphasis on
the spacing and slide control at the
high stroke now maintained by the
Tars.
The crew is going in for modern
streamlining in a big way, for not
only will they row in their new
streamlined shell but they will also
make the journey to Red Bank and
back in the Seaboard R. R.'s new
streamliner the "Silver Meteor". It
is also stated that the "sub" who
makes the trip will have to go to
New York and perhaps to the
World's Fair (poor guy) in order
to get the crew round trip tickets
stamped, as it saves them some
twenty-two dollars all told.

Our deepest appreciation goes
to Dr. Eugene Jewett, Dr. Lewis Harmon and Chindahl Battle
Orr, Dr. Ruth Hart and our own
Princeton Team On Air; to
Dr. Hamilton Holt, who has always
Broadcast Over N B C
been one of the crew's most ardent
Rollins debaters Margery Chinsupporters.
dahl and Edna Harmon returned to
campus Sunday, May 7, after meets
in New York and Cleveland. They
were accompanied by Mrs. M. K.
Harmon, and debated in both cities
on the subject, "Resolved; That the
Mademoiselle in its May Career United States Should Cease Using
issue features a photograph of Public Funds to Stimulate Busi'
Rollins' "Deedee" Hoenig, in a deThe New York
partment featuring college girls
ith a team from Princeton and
who combine campus activities with
IS broadcast over station WCNW
a career in college. Miss Hoenig,
says Mademoiselle, has had an in- through the efforts of Maurice C.
teresting dancing career in motion Dreicer, a former Rollins student
pictures and on Broadway. With and member of the debating team.
her mother she conducted a dancing Mr. Dreicer has promised that, if
given notice far enough in advance
school at Daytona Beach, and
now teaches the Modern Dance at he can arrange a broadcast next
year over the NBC hookup.
Rollins.
From New York the girls went
to Western Reserve University in
Total junior college enrollments Cleveland and then started back to
in the U. S. are greater this year Florida. Both debates were simply
than ever before.
discussions of the no-decision type.
With the intercollegiate trips behind them the debating club is
As it must to aU rabbits,
planning a banquet with the redeath came last week to Snow
mainder of the money at its disBall, Kappa Alpha Theta. Alposal, and there will be, in the near
ways a gentleman in the presfuture, a meeting of Pi Kappa Delence of ladies, Snow Ball was
ta, honorary debating fraternity, to
as pure as his name implies.
make plans for next year's national
He is survived by his misand Florida trips.
tress, Janet Jones.

Matt Ely Elected New
Head of Student
Union

Phone 66

Eda's Beauty Shop

Dr. Roberts To Speak
At Chapel Service

I—OFF CAMPUS—I Tennis Team Ends

Vicky Morgan was the guest of
Has Been Minister in New
York, London, and Toronto relatives in New York City last

Mademoiselle Has
Picture of Deedee
Hoenig- in May Issue

The crew wishes to take this
place to thank those people who
by their more than generous gifts
made it possible to send them to
Red Bank and to give them a chance
to bring back to Winter Park and

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10^939

SANDSPUR

"Flamingo"

LOUISaSILLS
Lou R. Bills, of Geneva, is th
newly-elected editor-in-chief of th
"Flamingo", Rollins College literary magazine. Serving this past
year as associate editor of the
publication. Bills has also been a
prominent contributor of articles
and short stories.

Season By Losing
To Stetson Wed.

week-end. She flew there and
back.
Dr. Richard Roberts, internaLillian Ryan spent the week-end Proposed Trip t o Cuba Is Intional figure in the Christian
definite; Camp Wins SinChurch, will deliver the sermon with her fanwly in West Palm
g l e s , Loses Doubles
at the Knowles Memorial Chapel
Id went to her home
Skippy A
next Sunday morning. Dr. Roberts
for Saturday and
The Rollins tennis team closed
h I'- been minister of outstanding in Grovelai
its scheduled series of matches
thuTches in London, in Brooklyn, Sunday.
Anne Earle was in St. Peters- Wednesday afternoon by losing a
m New York and until recently
of the great Sherbourne Church of burg with her family for the week- 6-2 decision to Stetson on the home
courts. A proposed trip to Cuba to
101 onto, Canada. He has served end.
Kay Powell was the guest of her play the University of Havana is
I'- Moderator of the United Church
of Canada and has lectured at parents in Miami last week-end. still indefinite.
Mary Ellis Weaver visited her faThe Tars did not play very good
Cnion Theological Seminary, and
mily in Jacksonville over Saturday tennis against the Hatters. In DeBoston and Yale Universities.
and Sunday.
Land, playing on unfamiliar ce\\ illiam Henry Denney, director
Marguerite Lucas spent the
of Chapel Activities spoke last week-end with her parents at Pass- ment courts, they lost by a close
4-3 margin and it was expected that
Sunday on the text "Religion and a-Grille.
heir own clay courts they would
the Youth of Today". The Call to
Betty Winton and Ann Roper do better.
W orship was read by Richard Beldrove to Daytona Beach to visit
However, Dick Camp tvas the
den and the Litany by Marolyn
Ann's parents during Saturday and only Rollins' player to win a smgMackemer. Dante Cetrulo read the
Sunday.
les and he w Dn over Harris Lowery
Old Testament Lesson from ProDaphne Banks spent the week- unexpectedly easily, 6-2, 6-1, by adverbs 3 and Aldine Baker read the
vancing to the net and putting
New Testament Lesson from II end at her home in Eustis.
Jack
Buckwalter
drove
to
Haraway his opponent's hard drives
Timothy 2.
risburg, Pa. to spend the week-end
Christopher O. Honaas directed with his family. "It was an exhaust- with dispatch.
ill Bingham and Joe Hanna
the choir singing Handel's '
ing trip" says Jack, "but it was took the number two doubles entheir Celestial Concerts All Unite." worth it!"
counter from Hussey and Smith,
Connie Durschlag visited in St.
6-4, 6-3. This was a weird
Petersburg over the week-end,
match. The Rollins pair shot out to
Jo Sanders and Arlene Kaye a 5-0 lead in the final set, dropped
went to Atlanta to spend the week- three games in a row, and then
end.
finally won on Hanna's serve after
Fraternities Practicing For
Lynne Leonard visited Al Swan their opponents had staved off
Annual Competition
at his home in Lakeland last week- eight match points.
end.
Tomorrow night the
Bob Davis was beaten by Bill
Frances Whittaker and Dorothy Davis of Stetson, 2-6, 7-5, 6-4. Bob
ternities will compete for top hon^
ors in their yearly sing. As usua Ciccarelli went to Miami to spend had such little trouble in the first
the contest will be held on the lake Saturday and Sunday.
set in which he powdered everyElva Kennedy went to Tampa thing that came his way for placefront. The groups have been prac^
tieing hard and the race should last week-end to visit her family. ments that he became overconfiMartha Kithcart went to her dent and experimented a bit. Stetprove a close one.
Last year the K. A.'s came out home in St. Petersburg for the son's Davis took advantage of the
situation, raised his game, and
on top. All the fraternities gave a week-end.
Bob could never get started again.
good showing with their comic, serious, and original songs.
Bill Bingham lost to Ray HusThe Sigma Nus have worked out
sey, 6-4, 7-5, after holding a 4-2
some good numbers under the dilead in the first set. Hussey emrection of Walter Royall, and the
ployed a cut forehand and ran
Theta Kappa Nu's have
around his backhand, but was rechance if Prof. Christopher
The active chapter of Gamma Phi markably steady.
Wetherell will give up teaching
Beta was entertained by the OrTurner of Stetson defeated Joe
stick to singing.
lando-Winter Park Alumnae chap- Hanna, 6-3, 6-0. Joe was erratic
ter with a picnic supper at the home and overshot the line with annoyIt's funny how these events
off and no one knows anything of Miss Ethel Enyart on Monday ing consistency.
evening. The hostesses were Mrs.
about them. No <
Jack Hall was afflicted with the
M. Smith, Jr., Mrs. W. S. Ander- same tendency and dropped his
age them — they just happen.
son, Mrs. Raymer Maguire, Mrs. match to Smith, 6-3, 6-2, while
But they're always good,
T.
R.
Robinson,
Mrs.
Clark
JennI down, gals, and root for the
Robin Rae, playing his first match
honor of the fraternity pin he gave I ings, Mrs. A. E. Dick, Mrs. Cyrus for the Tars, was outmaneuvered
you.
I Sharp, Mrs. Walter Tope, Mrs. by Cranberry's cagey game.
Robert Persons, Miss Nancy Brown,
Davis and Camp lost in doubles
Jamestown College, in North Da- I Miss Jewel Lewter, Miss Aroxie to Stetson's Davis and Lowery,
kota, boasts one of the nation's Hagopian, Miss Helen Moore, Miss
, 8-6. The Tar pair were withoddest campus institutions, a fox | Charlotte Cadman and Dr. Florence
a game of taking the second set
Jones.
numerous (

Baccalaureate Will
Be Held June 4th Men's Campus Sing
To Be Held Tomorrow
Rev. Mr. Ansley Moore Will
Speak at Senior Service
The Reverend Mr. Ansley C.
Moore, pastor of the Peace Memorial Presbyterian Church in Clearwater, will deliver the Rollins baccalaureate sermon, Sunday June 4,
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Mr. Moore received his education
in the south and later did graduate work at the Union Theological
Seminary in New York and the
University of Chicago School of
Divinity.
The Church Peace Union is sponsoring an interchange of pulpits
between America and Great Britain
this summer and the Reverend Mr.
Moore has been named as an exchange pastor.
During the fall term he spoke at
Morning Meditation in the Chapel.

T's spring, and time weighs
heavily upon our brows. And Dudley Darling has added another
to his many jobs and resposibilities. And the Student Union Build-)
ing is still being worked
the benefit of those who may wonder what goes on behind the
5ut a slight change in
chairmanship is being effected, and
Mathew Ely is to lead us onward. Matt knows the most intiOberlin College, home of the
mate details of the affa
telephone, possesses more phones
has been, until now, the treasur- per capita than any other city.
Former President Hoover will
give the commencement address at
Earlham College.
Twenty-five colleges and
rsities in the U. S. operate the
I broadcasting stations.

Gamma Phi Betas
Entertained By
Alumnae Group

•*^

Smoking Pleasure

^'*'sr^\6\^
../
VJorothy Quackenbush,
with her smile and her Chesterfields, keeps smokers happy
from coast to coast.

''^•?^.£,^'e/c/

OpTfifffat 1939, LicGiTT & Mvuti TOBACCO Cft

(chesterfield's happy combination of the world's best tobaccos
gives smokers just what they
want in a cigarette. . . refreshing mildness, better taste, more
pleasing aroma.
When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of
men and women more
smoking
pleasure ...why THEY SA TISFY

